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We Represent



CEO'S MESSAGE

"  The private business sector in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia
witnessed strong growth, turning to be the growth engine for the non-
oil economy, in light of the developing market conditions and
implementation of mega projects that are supported, encouraged and
adopted by the Saudi government. The business sector has enjoyed
since the inauguration of His Royal Highness Crown Prince Mohammed
bin Salman bin Abdul Aziz in the Kingdom, and after the launch of the
Kingdom's Vision 2030, a lot of support, motivation and
encouragement, which paved the way, for the establishment of a
private sector with a full-fledged and multifaceted discipline. 

    Since beginning operation in year 2005, AlRamly Company made a
mark in the market as a provider of technologically superior products
& services, maintaining a high degree of quality - meeting global
standards. We take pride in representing our partners in our business,
who are from various parts of the world, and are tested and approved
by our customers for their cutting-edge technology and solutions.

    We have grown in to a group of 11 companies providing service in
the field of Military Supplies, Spare Parts, Security systems,
Construction, General Trading, Software development, and
Advertisement & Marketing. In everything we do, our moto is always to
be in top 3 in terms of market leadership by acting as a solution
provider to our customers in an economical manner.
We are now focused in localizing our products & services by bringing-
in superior technology from across the globe, paving the way for local
manufacturing which in turn helps in more local employment and in
achieving goals set as per VISION 2030 ".

ALRAMLY COMPANY
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VISION
"To become a market
leader in our service
segment through a
diversified & solid

investment strategy and
by utilizing our resources

to achieve utmost
customer satisfaction,
employee welfare and

excellent partner
relations".

MISSION
"Partner actively with

our customers to
provide cutting edge
technologies in an

economic manner and
help them achieve

required performance
capabilities, reduced

costs and minimum risk
".

PURPOSE
" Keeping  a solution
based approach with

strong technical
capabilities by

partnering with global
companies to provide

problem solving
solutions to our end

users"

11 
Group Companies

  20+ 
Global Partners

  70+ 
Employees











































MILITARY
SPECTRUM
MANAGEMENT

COUNTER
SURVEILLANCE

COUNTER DRONE &
UAS DETECTION

DF & GEO LOCATION



Detect bugs and unauthorized
transmitters

Enhance building security
Monitor borders and coastlines

Geolocate jammers and rogue signals
Counter drone and UAV threats
Monitor critical RF Infrastructure

 
 
 
 
 





 
Train Like You Fight. 

 
Cubic provides a vast array of services and
solutions for comprehensive ground combat

training and mission readiness exercises.
 

From real-time data collection and feedback to
operational support and equipment, we design
and develop a broad portfolio of systems and

services for ground combat training that enables
military and security forces around the world to

“train as they fight,” in a realistic battlefield
environment.

 

GROUND TRAINING





Tactical
Engagement

 Systems
We offer myriad Tactical

Engagement Systems designed
to elevate, enhance, and

seamlessly integrate with a
variety of combat training

exercises and situations.
Our offerings realistically mimic

real-world engagements in a safe
and interactive environment.

 

Full-Spectrum Training in Urban
Settings
Our Military Operations on
Urban Terrain (MOUT)
simulation is a turnkey live
training solution that replicates
the tactical complexities
unique to urban terrain.
MOUT simulations train and
prepare military and law
enforcement personnel to
respond to and recover from
urban-based conflicts. 
From single-story buildings to
a complete city environment,
MOUT is adaptable for a
variety of urban complexities

MOUT



EXCON & AAR Analysis

Force-on-force
Force-on-target
Urban training

Land navigation
Emergency response

Barlow Our Exercise Control
(EXCON)/After Action Review (AAR)
software systems (PC-compatible)
provides dynamic feedback on

training performance of a range of
ground combat training exercise

scenarios and applications,
including:

 

 
All of our systems are scalable and
can easily be used on tablets and

multiple workstations simultaneously.
 

CREW SERVED WEAPONS
Cubic’s live training offerings include
simulated crew-served weapon systems.
Using the same technologies as our
simulated individual service weapons,
they are designed to integrate
seamlessly into exercise infrastructure
to add further dimension to live force-
on-force training. Our crew-served
weapon systems are built to mimic both
the complexity and weight of their real-
world counterparts, allowing trainees to
accurately carry out multi-person
loading and transportation.



Maritime training



Mission Bay Trainer
 The Mission Bay Trainer (MBT) combines virtual simulation

and hardware identical to what’s found on board a ship
to safely, effectively and efficiently train sailors on the
functions and procedures for operating critical systems,
vehicles and equipment within the mission bays.Trainees
use identical replicas of actual equipment and controls to
perform required tasks in a highly immersive gaming
environment.

Total Learning Platform
 Cubic’s Total Learning Platform (TLP) for maritime

operations is a scalable training management system that
incorporates virtual and game-based training to
personalize instruction, blending all forms of instruction
into a seamless learning experience





MORTARS & 
MORTAR COMPONENTS

40MM 
AMMUNITION

M385 M430/M430A1 M433 M918

This cartridge is a target practice
and gun proofing round designed
to simulate the M430 cartridge. It
is fired from the 40mm Grenade
Launchers M75 and M129, as well
as the 40mm Machine Gun MK 19.

This cartridge is a dual purpose
impact type round which is

designed to penetrate at least two
inches of steel armor at 0 angle of

obliquity and inflict personnel
casualties in the target area. It is
fired from the 40mm Grenade

Launchers M75 and M129, as well
as the 40mm Machine Gun MK 19.

This cartridge is a dual purpose
impact type round which is

designed to penetrate at least
two inches of steel armor at 0
angle of obliquity and inflict
personnel casualties in the

target area. It is fired from the
40mm Grenade Launchers M79

and M203.

This cartridge is a target
practice round designed to
simulate the M430 cartridge. It
is fired from the 40mm
Grenade Launchers M75 and
M129, as well as the 40mm
Machine Gun MK 19.

The 60mm Mortar High Explosive cartridges
are designed for use with the M224 60mm
Mortar System. These cartridges are designed
to be effective against personnel, bunker and
light material targets.

60mm Mortar High Explosive



The 81mm Mortar High Explosive cartridges
is a full range training round designed for
use with the M252 81mm Mortar System.
These cartridges are used against
personnel, bunker and light material targets.

81mm Mortar - 
High Explosive & Training Practice

120mm Mortar - 
High Explosive and Smoke
The 120mm Mortar High
Explosive and Smoke (white
phosphorous (WP)) rounds
were developed for use in the
M120 and M121 120mm Mortar
System.



M112 Demolition Block
This block demolition charge is used for
cutting, breaching and other explosive
ordnance disposal activities. The charge is
moldable and is especially suited for
cutting irregularly shaped targets. The
adhesive backing allows the charge to be
attached to any flat, clean, dry surface.

M58 & M59 Mine Clearing Charge
Engineer units employ the MICLIC in
response to minefield breaching
requirements. It is effective against
conventionally fuzed mines and when
detonated it provides a lane 8 meters by
100 meters. The charge is 350 feet long
and contains 5 pounds per linear foot of
Comp C-4 explosive.

M231 & M232A1 MACS
MACS is a replacement system for 155mm
propelling charges offering simplified
logistics and reducing environmental
impact at a lower cost. The MACS, a
modular rigid propelling charge system,
was developed for use in all currently
fielded 155mm was developed for use in
all currently fielded 155mm howitzer
systems, both self-propelled and towed.

40 LB Demolition Charge

The 40 pound cratering charge is used for
cratering and ditching operations.
Because of the large amount of explosive
in convenient form, they may also be
used in destroying building and
fortifications and overturning bridge
abutments.
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M830 & M830A1
High Explosive Anti-Tank and Multi-Purpose with Tracer

M865
Training Practice, Cone Stabilized, Discarding Sabot with Tracer

M1002
Multi-Purpose Anti-Tank, Target Practice with Tracer

M1028
Cannister Ammunition

The M830 cartridge is a high
explosive multi-purpose
cartridge which has anti-armor
and anti-personnel capabilities.
The M830A1 is a high explosive
anti-tank and air defense multi-
purpose, tactical service round
with tracer. These cartridges are
fired from the 120mm smooth
bore M256 cannon.

This cartridge is a kinetic energy
target practice round and is for
use with the 120mm smooth
bore M256 cannon. It is designed
to simulate the service round
characteristics at reduced
maximum ranges to allow
practice firings on short range
training areas.

This cartridge is a Multi-Purpose
Anti-tank, Target Practice with
Tracer (MPAT-TP-T) round for
use in the 120mm smooth bore
M256 cannon.

These provide armor units with a
quick lethal option at ranges
between 200 – 500 meters. The
round can be used to clear
dismounted enemy, break up
ambushes, stop infantry attacks
and support up ambushes, stop
infantry attacks and support
friendly assault operations.

TANK 
AMMUNITION



M795 155mm 
High Explosive

M107
155mm - High Explosive

M395/M337A2
75mm & 105mm Blank

The M795 projectile is utilized to
provide conventional support fire
for division/corps elements.

This projectile is fired from 155mm
howitzers and is used for blast
effect, fragmentation and mining.

This cartridge is used for salutes and
simulated fire.

ARTILLERY











 1 hour flight time
All weather - Rain and Wind to 40 knots
Dual HD 30 times zoom low light camera & 640x512 thermal
Rapid Deployment (under 1 minute) with quick battery swap
Single carry-all backpack with charger, remove, aircraft and 1 spare battery
Wide operating temperature range 
Tethering System - 48 hour, all weather, 360 foot cable - Able to release in flight and aircraft can fly for another 30
minutes
Transmission System - Secure live video streaming from aircraft to anywhere in the world over mobile bounded 4-sim
router with less than 1 second delay
IP 55 rating
Operating Temps : -40 F to 122 F
Take-off Weight: 16.2 Lbs
Methane Gas Sniffer and Optical Gas Imaging Payloads available 
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LIFE SIGN DETECTION SYSTEM















SERVING 
 SINCE 2005
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